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CSR is committed to sustainable 
practices throughout our business 
and sharing this knowledge with the 
communities in which we operate.
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•	cSR’s safety record continued to improve on previous years 
with the number of lost time injuries (lost time; restricted 
work and medical treatment injuries) per million work hours 
decreasing by 48%

•	cSR’s total number of recordable injuries reduced by 33%

•	cSR conducted 8,670 training sessions known as “tool box talks” 
which are team discussions around a variety of topics including 
safety and operational improvement 

•	cSR’s total greenhouse gas emissions were 626,734 tonnes 
of cO2-e – a reduction of 3% on the previous year 

•	cSR consumed 752,692 kilolitres of potable water  
– a decrease of 15% from the prior year 

•	cSR produced a total of 22,549 tonnes of solid waste 
– a decrease of 30% on the prior year 

•	cSR reinforced its commitment to sustainable building with 
the launch of a new quarterly online publication Building 
Knowledge providing information drawn from cSR’s wide range of 
building science knowledge. 

•	cSR continued development of its australian designed Odyssey™ 
an intelligent, energy efficient, air cooling system that provides 
ventilation of homes lowering cooling costs 

•	bradford energy Solutions was launched to provide homeowners 
comprehensive energy assessments and professional installation 
of cSR’s energy efficiency product solutions 

•	cSR continued its support of the cSR values champions 
recognition scheme to recognise the outstanding performance 
of its people 

•	cSR and its employees donated $88,807 to a range of charitable 
organisations through its community support program 

CSR’S loSt 
time injuRy 
fRequenCy  
Rate  
deCReaSed by

48%

WateR uSage 
deCReaSed by 

15%

gReenhouSe 
gaS emiSSionS 
ReduCed

3%

Total solid waste produced# 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

2013

2012 32,257
22,549

0.0000006109.66569612219.33139118328.99708724438.66278230548.32847836657.994173

2011 36,658

Number of CSR employees 
AS AT 30 JUNE

2013

2012 3,300
3,134

0.000000622.8331851245.6663701868.4995552491.3327393114.1659243736.999109

2011 3,737

Tonnes of CO2-e 
AS AT 30 JUNE

2013

2012 644,959

626,734

0.000000114453.990904228907.981808343361.972712457815.963616572269.954520686723.945424

2011 686,724

Sustainability at a glance

^ Only metered water data is included
# Solid waste does not include waste taken off-site for recycling/re-use 

2012
2.892013

Lost time injury frequency rate
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS)

5.52

0.00 0.92 1.84 2.76 3.68 4.60 5.52

2011 4.66

Total recordable injury frequency rate
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS) 

2012

2013 15.83

23.58

0.0000004.5700009.13999913.70999918.27999922.84999827.419998

2011 27.42

Total water consumed^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2013

2012

752,692

881,732

0 169699 339398 509097 678796 848495 1018194

2011 1,018,194

cSR continued to progress its sustainability agenda over the past year.
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Welcome message
Message from the chairman of Workplace 
health, Safety & environment committee 
and Managing director

We are pleased to continue to share our 
progress on our sustainability agenda. 
the demand for new homes and buildings is changing in our region. 
there is greater need for higher density living while higher energy 
costs are having a significant impact on the cost of living.

cSR is helping to meet the changing demands in the homes, 
offices, shops and industrial sites that we help build. We are 
using our extensive research in sustainable building science to 
make living and working more comfortable and affordable while 
minimising its impact on the environment and consumption 
of resources.

Our aim is to improve the comfort, durability, cost of living and 
design flexibility of homes and workplaces with new products and 
services including:

•		Continuing	research	in	sustainable	housing	design	from	
cSR house, an 8-star state-of-the art building research centre 
in Western Sydney which opened in november 2012

•		Launch	of	Bradford	Energy	Solutions	providing	better	energy	
solutions and lower energy bills to business and homeowners

•		Australian	designed	Odyssey	ventilation	system	that	can	
significantly reduce the need for air conditioning

•		Viridian	double	glazed	glass	which	reduces	energy	loss	
from homes and buildings

We use the same approach for innovation in the way we manage 
our business. We understand that a sustainable business must 
ensure that it minimises its impact on the environment and 
consumption of resources. 

Many of our ideas to develop sustainable buildings come from 
projects we have already initiated in our own operations as there 
are both environmental and financial benefits. 

in the past year, we have developed energy efficient lighting plans 
for all of our major factories. lighting generally accounts for about 
6-8% of the energy bill from a warehouse or factory. installing high-
efficiency lighting saves between 30-60% of lighting costs. Many 
of these projects are supported by grants from the government’s 
clean technology investment program due to the substantial 
reduction in energy use. 

Our sustainability agenda goes well beyond the products and 
services we develop for the building industry. Our primary 
focus remains on safety and we place the same emphasis and 
importance on managing workplace health and safety and our 
impact on the enivronment as any other business imperative.

cSR’s safety record continued to improve on previous years with 
the number of lost time injuries per million work hours decreasing by 
48%, with the total number of recordable injuries reduced by 33%.

despite the significant improvement in the twelve months to 
30 June 2013, we had two serious injuries in July 2013 which 
again focused our people to analyse these incidents and other near 
misses to ensure we avoid the risk of another significant injury. in 
order to ensure that no one is injured at cSR, we must continue 
to ask ourselves what else can be done to improve the safety of 
our workplace.

this report also includes information on emissions, water use 
and waste production across our businesses.

Our ongoing commitment is to minimise the impact on the 
environment with specific targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and waste production and the consumption of energy 
and water used in production. 

in the twelve months to 30 June 2013, we have continued to 
reduce levels in all of these categories which ensures cSR is on 
track to meet its 2020 goal of a 20% reduction using 2009/10 
as the base year:

•	Total	greenhouse	gas	emissions	down	3%	

•	Potable	water	usage	down	15%	

•	Solid	waste	produced	down	30%

to achieve these targets, cSR progressed a number of initiatives 
to improve operational performance and efficiency with over 
200 energy reduction initiatives underway across our sites. 

good safety and environmental performance is an indicator of good 
culture and positive employee engagement.

as part of the feedback received from our cultural program 
(project blueprint) completed in 2012, cSR is doing more to invest 
in our employees including an expanded program of leadership 
development and management training courses.

cSR has continued to make progress on sustainability during the 
past year and we would like to acknowledge and thank employees 
and contractors across cSR for their contribution. 

We hope you find this report informative and encourage you to 
provide feedback to us via the cSR website (www.csr.com.au).

 
RebeCCa mcgRath Rob Sindel
chairman, Workplace health,  Managing director 
Safety & environment committee
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about cSR

We are focused on building 
shareholder value by investing in and 
growing our businesses while operating  
in a sustainable manner. 
cSR is the name behind some of the market’s most trusted 
and recognised brand names in providing building products for 
residential and commercial construction.

Our businesses include some of the industry’s most highly regarded 
brands such as gyprock™ plasterboard, cemintel™ fibre cement, 
bradford™ insulation, pgh™ bricks and pavers, hebel® autoclaved 
aerated concrete panels, Monier™ rooftiles and viridian™ glass.

We manufacture and supply a wide range of building products, with 
a particular focus on energy efficiency and sustainability in the built 
environment. this range includes energy efficient viridian™ glass, 
bradford™ insulation and lightweight hebel® concrete panels to 
make buildings more energy efficient. 

through our innovation centre, we are also developing more 
innovative products and systems right across our portfolio targeting 
sustainable buildings of the future. 

through its 70% shareholding in gove aluminium finance limited, 
cSR holds an effective 25.2 per cent interest in the tomago 
aluminium smelter, located in nSW. tomago is a globally cost 
competitive smelter which produces around 550,000 tonnes 
of aluminium annually, some 25 per cent of australia’s primary 
aluminium production. 

cSR also generates additional earnings from its property division 
which focuses on maximising financial returns by developing 
surplus former manufacturing sites and industrial land for sale.

cSR employs approximately 3,100 people in australia and 
new Zealand.

Total revenue 
AS AT 31 MARCH 2013 

42% Lightweight Systems
26% Aluminium
16% Viridian
16% Bricks and Roofing

cSR is a leading building products company across australia and new Zealand 
with an investment in a globally cost competitive aluminium smelter.

Leading building products brands
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cSR innovation targeting sustainable 
building and energy efficient solutions

highlights
in november 2012, cSR launched the cSR 
house, a state-of-the-art building research 
centre in Schofields, Western Sydney. 
cSR house is now a working research and 
development facility where cSR has hosted 

hundreds of visitors including over 50 of cSR’s major builder 
customers. this process has reinforced that cSR possesses a 
wealth of knowledge and expertise unique to the australian market. 
this knowledge resides across all of our product groups.

CSR houSe 
SPeCifiCation 

8-StaR  

Rating

this knowledge is not confined to the residential market as building 
science principles apply to commercial and multi-residential 
construction. it is often the case that information regarded as 
common knowledge by technical and sales professionals is not 
well understood by our customers and consumers. 

to help unlock this knowledge and share it with our customers 
and the wider industry, in September 2013, cSR launched building 
knowledge, a new quarterly online publication providing information 
drawn from cSR’s wide range of building product and building 
science knowledge. 

created specifically for builders, specifiers and other professionals 
in the building and construction industry, each edition of 
building knowledge will examine areas where building science 
and ‘buildability’ interact. drawing on the wealth of knowledge 
within	the	CSR	business,	the	e-zine	draws	out	key	insights	for	
the industry. 

building knowledge examines topics ranging from building 
resilience in australia and the insurance industry’s efforts to 
influence in this area, to an analysis of how cSR house’s new data 
will impact australian construction trends, the future for energy star 
ratings for homes, and the dilemma of flexible fire barriers. 

future editions will continue to investigate the policy and regulatory 
framework for the building industry and is available from cSR’s 
website www.csr.com.au. 

cSR continues to research and develop new products across its 
portfolio. in the last year, cSR has filed patent applications for 
20 separate innovations as part of its extensive portfolio of patents 
and related applications.

cSR launches Building knowledge	e-zine
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cSR innovation targeting sustainable building and energy  
efficient solutions (continued)

Launch of Bradford  
Energy Solutions

using its knowledge of improving 
energy efficiency of residential 

and commercial buildings, bradford energy Solutions (beS) was 
launched this year to offer comprehensive energy assessments 
to homeowners, small businesses, and commercial and industrial 
buildings owners. this includes professional installation of cSR’s 
energy efficiency product solutions including bradford Solar, 
bradford draught proofing, edmonds ventilation, bradford lighting, 
bradford insulation and a range of energy efficient accessories. 

With our commitment to sustainability and driving down energy 
costs, we have gained invaluable experience implementing energy 
efficiency and sustainable power generation measures including:

•	Power	factor	correction	across	our	manufacturing	plants

•	Installing	energy	efficient	lighting	in	major	sites

•	Power	monitoring	to	identify	areas	of	unusual	usage.

CSR house keeps cool on hottest day on record

even on Sydney’s hottest day on record – January 18, 2013  
– when the mercury hit 45 degrees celsius, the interior of 
cSR house remained 15 to 16 degrees cooler than the 
outside temperature. 

When the ceiling fan cooling effect (or physiological cooling) 
is factored in, the “feels like” temperature was approximately 
26 degrees. importantly, this data was collected when the 
cSR house was operating in “free Running” mode, i.e. with 
no heating or cooling systems operating.

cSR is continuing to collect data from cSR house including:

•		A	comparison	of	the	thermal	heat	flow	(bridging)	performance	
of a 90 x 45mm timber stud, in comparison with a 90mm 
light gauge steel stud and R 2.7 insulation

•		A	review	of	the	seasonal	soil	temperature	and	moisture	
variations below ground (0.5 m and 1.0 m deep) at various 
locations around the house

•		What	does	comfort	really	mean?	Is	it	just	temperature	and	
humidity,	or	do	other	factors	come	into	play?	We	are	looking	
at acoustics, radiant heat, natural light and air quality

•		How	much	energy	is	actually	required	throughout	the	year	
to	keep	the	CSR	House	within	the	comfort	zone?

Bradford Energy Solutions 
installs largest private solar 
panel system in Tasmania 

bradford energy Solutions (beS) 
was commissioned by Josef 
chromy wines, one of tasmania’s 
leading wineries to develop a 

comprehensive program to reduce their overall energy 
consumption and carbon footprint. beS developed a number 
of solutions including insulating bulk wine storage tanks, 
insulating a wine cool room and installing a 100kW pv solar 
panel system. 

beS developed a detailed energy assessment which enabled 
the project to receive a $200,000 grant through the clean 
technology investment program. the project has reduced 
their energy consumption by 35% including a 50% reduction 
in daytime energy use.

energy solutions
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Scope of this report

this report covers cSR’s activities (including safety performance, 
emissions and energy data, waste and water use) for the period of 
1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013 to be consistent with the national 
greenhouse and energy Reporting (ngeR) scheme.

data for water usage and waste produced by cSR’s businesses 
has been categorised into the three operating business divisions: 

•	lightweight Systems’ major brands include bradford™ insulation, 
hebel® panels, edmonds™ ventilation, gyprock™ plasterboard, 
cemintel™ fibre cement and ceilector™ ceiling systems 

•	viridian™ includes the viridian glass business 

•	bricks and Roofing’s major brands include pgh™ bricks 
and pavers and Monier™ rooftiles.

this report covers only activities in which cSR has a majority equity 
interest. for these activities cSR has reported 100% of emissions.

this report does not include activities where cSR is not the 
majority shareholder. for example, the activities of tomago 
aluminium company, in which cSR has an effective 25.2 per cent 
interest, through its 70 per cent shareholding in gove aluminium 
finance limited, are not included in this report. data from these 
activities is reported directly by other entities. 

all physical measurements in this report are in metric 
units. all financial figures are in australian dollars, unless 
stated otherwise. 

in creating this report we continued to reference a wide range 
of material including:

•	Reviewing cSR’s activities and operations across each business 
to collect data on energy use and emissions and prepare 
an inventory of greenhouse gas emissions

•	continuing to reference the global Reporting initiative (gRi) 
Sustainability Reporting guidelines, united nations global 
compact and federal government policy towards sustainability 
reporting in australia

•	Reviewing best practice sustainability reports both in australia 
and globally. We monitored and reviewed feedback from cSR’s 
previous sustainability reports and continued to gauge feedback 
from stakeholders including investors, corporate governance 
advisers, analysts, media and staff.

this report provides information on cSR’s sustainability record and also on 
the opportunities we are pursuing to make our business more sustainable 
both now and into the future.
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governance and Risk Management

Our corporate governance is the system 
by which the company is directed and 
managed. 
it is the framework of rules, relationships, systems and processes 
which underpin cSR’s long established values and behaviours 
and the way we do business. it is also the framework within which 
the cSR board of directors is accountable to shareholders for the 
operations, profit performance and growth of the company and 
how the risks of the business are identified and managed.

the directors of cSR are committed to ensuring that the company 
maintains an effective system of corporate governance and that 
good corporate governance is an integral part of the culture and 
business practices of the cSR group.

Code of business conduct and ethics

the cSR board has endorsed a code of business conduct and 
ethics that formalises the longstanding obligation of all cSR people, 
including directors, to behave ethically, act within the law, avoid 
conflicts of interest and act honestly in all business activities.

cSR’s code of business conduct and ethics reinforces the 
company’s commitment to giving proper regard to the interests 
of people and organisations dealing with the company. each 
cSR employee is required to respect and abide by the company’s 
obligations to employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers 
and the communities in which we operate.

in addition, the board has adopted specific policies in key areas, 
including trade practices; workplace health, safety and the 
environment; fairness, respect and diversity in employment; 
dealing with price sensitive and other confidential information; 
trading in cSR shares; privacy; indemnification of employees; 
and requirements for authorising and entering into business 
transactions on behalf of cSR.

cSR employees are required to sign a certificate of compliance 
each year signifying that they have read and complied with the 
code of business conduct and ethics and are not aware of any 
breaches of that policy.

cSR values
cSR’s values reflect the company’s commitment to sustainability. 
they have been developed to ensure cSR acts as a responsible 
corporate	citizen	for	the	benefit	of	all	of	stakeholders.

the cSR values are communicated across the company through 
a variety of formal and informal channels.

Workplace health, Safety & environment (WhSe)
We care for and protect each other,  
our business and our environment

Working together
We respect one another and achieve  
more by working together across cSR

Customers 
We listen to our customers to understand  
and meet their needs

innovation
We strive to develop new ideas and continuously 
improve the way we do business

Results
together we achieve positive and sustainable  
results for each other and our stakeholders

cSR recognises that good corporate governance is fundamental 
to being a sustainable business.
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governance and Risk Management (continued)

annually, cSR employees nominate colleagues 
for an award as part of the cSR values 
champions Recognition Scheme, which 
encourages our employees to demonstrate the 
cSR values. the nominations are judged by 
the executive management team, culminating 
in an awards dinner to acknowledge the 
achievements of successful champions. 

for 2013, the cSR values champions were 
chosen from over 140 nominations with every cSR business and 
the majority of sites nominating one of their colleagues. in addition, 
14 additional employees were awarded the Managing director’s 
award reflecting their extra effort in meeting a customer’s need, 
commitment to health, safety & environment, working together, 
innovation or extraordinary results.

Over the past few years children of employees are also given 
the opportunity to draw a picture, depicting cSR values, which 
are showcased in the cSR’s internal newsletter. 

Risk Management
cSR has a sound system of risk oversight and management 
and internal control.

there are many risks in the markets in which cSR operates. 
a range of factors, some of which are beyond cSR’s control, can 
influence performance across cSR’s businesses. in many of these 
businesses, cSR constantly and deliberately assumes certain 
levels of risk in a calculated and controlled manner. cSR has 
in place authority limits and a range of policies and procedures 
to monitor the risk in its activities and these are periodically 
reviewed by the board. cSR’s Risk Management policy sets out 
the framework for risk management, internal compliance and 
control systems.

there are several layers that assist the board in ensuring the 
appropriate focus is placed on the risk management framework.

the Risk & audit committee reviews and reports to the board 
in relation to the company’s financial reporting, internal control 
structure, risk management systems and the internal and external 
audit functions. the Risk & audit committee recommends to the 
board the appointment or dismissal of the internal auditor, who is 
independent of the external auditor.

the Workplace health, Safety & environment (WhSe) committee 
reviews and reports to the board on the management of the 
company’s safety, health and environment liabilities and legal 
responsibilities; and the senior management team manages 
and reports to the board on operational, financial and business 
risks.

Risk management is sponsored by the board, and is a top priority 
for senior managers, starting with the managing director.

it is the policy of the board that the majority of members of 
each board committee be independent directors, that all Risk 
& audit committee members be independent directors and that 
the Remuneration & human Resources committee and the 
WhSe committee be chaired by independent directors.
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Our people

as at 30 June 2013, cSR had 3,134 full time equivalent (fte) 
employees across its operations in australia and new Zealand. 
this total is down 5% from the equivalent figure last year. 

the average length of service for cSR employees is 9.8 years, 
slightly ahead of the prior year. employee turnover remained 
steady at 11%.

performance driven remuneration aligned 
with shareholder interests
cSR’s remuneration framework is based on the following principles:

performance 
driven 

Remuneration should reward executives based 
on annual performance against business plans 
and long term shareholder returns.

a significant proportion of executive 
remuneration should be ‘at risk’ and 
performance dependent.

performance measurement is mainly focused 
at the organisational level which best reflects 
the job role’s relative influence.

alignment 
with shareholder 
interests

incentive plans and performance measures 
are aligned with cSR’s short and long term 
success.

Ownership of cSR shares is encouraged 
through the use of equity as the vehicle for 
the long term incentive (lti) plan and the 
requirement to forgo part of Sti to acquire 
shares for executive management.

Market 
competitive 
remuneration

Remuneration, including those elements which 
can be earned subject to performance, is set 
at competitive levels that will attract, motivate 
and retain high quality executives.

We encourage our people to own a stake in cSR to align their 
interest with those of our shareholders. the employee Share 
acquisition plan (eSap) allows staff employees to forgo up 
to $5,000 of their cash remuneration to acquire shares in 
the company. 

under the universal Share Ownership plan (uSOp), eligible 
employees can buy shares which are then matched one-for-one 
by the company at no additional cost up to a maximum value of 
$1,000. in total, 30% of employees own shares in cSR. 

diversity
cSR strives to ensure diversity within the organisation. cSR’s policy 
on diversity is contained within the fairness, Respect & diversity 
policy. a summary of this policy is available on cSR’s website in 
the “careers” section under “our people”. cSR recognises that 
improving diversity is important to improving and sustaining a 
workforce capable of generating better relationships and more 
innovative solutions for its customers. ultimately, this improves 
the results of cSR. 

cSR has adopted the aSX cgc’s revised principles and 
Recommendations (including the 2010 amendments) in respect of 
diversity. cSR recognises that improving diversity requires cultural 
change driven by the leadership and commitment of the board and 
senior management. the culture change themes have been used 
by cSR to structure its measurable objectives. 

the objectives and achievements for the year ended 
31 March 2013 and a brief outline of the objectives for the year 
ending 31 March 2014 are included the corporate governance 
section of cSR’s 2013 annual Report which can be accessed from 
cSR’s website www.csr.com.au.

at board level two of the five non-executive directors are women. 
14% of employees in senior management positions are women 
including the company secretary, general manager investor 
relations & corporate communications, group treasurer and the 
group financial controller. Overall, 15.6% of the cSR workforce 
are women. 

cSR recognises that a sustainable workplace is one that  
is both safe and rewarding for our employees.
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engagement, leadership and development
at cSR we maintain a commitment to our employees to ensure a 
safe and rewarding workplace and one which also encourages their 
personal development. as part of the feedback received from our 
cultural program “project blueprint” completed in 2012, cSR is 
investing in our employees.

this commitment has been reinforced with a number of new 
programs completed in the last year.

•	 Leaders Program – designed for senior leaders in cSR to 
develop skills to grow and expand the business leadership, 
strategic thinking and innovation. to date 40 senior leaders 
in cSR have completed the program.

•		Constructive Leaders Program – a new program launched 
this year which is designed for leaders in cSR now and into the 
future to improve our business performance and the way we 
work together.

•		Strengthening individual leadership program (LSI) – an 
intensive leadership effectiveness workshop aimed at facilitating 
the personal development of our leaders through feedback and  
self-reflection

•		Trainme portal – employees have the opportunity to 
participate in a wide range of training courses covering the 
following categories: information technology, customer service, 
influence (such as business writing skills), leadership & team 
development, professional development, workplace health, 
safety & environment, sales, and cSR’s induction program, 
which covers trade practices, code of conduct, chain of 
responsibility, fairness respect & diversity and managing safety.

Our people (continued)

viridian continues apprentice training programs

Viridian	has	continued	its	glass	and	glazing	apprentice	
programs across its manufacturing sites in australia. a variety 
of programs are run for apprentices including work placement, 
site tours, safety and operational presentations and liaison with 
local tafe training programs. 

This	year,	Dean	Carter,	a	second	year	glass	and	glazing	
apprentice at viridian’s site at Morwell in victoria was awarded 
the holmesglen tafe’s apprentice of the year award. this 
was the fourth apprentice of the year award for the Morwell 
site which is an important program for viridian to ensure new 
apprentices are supported to join the glass industry. 

Investment in CSR people in the last year
53 leadership development programs

•	2	CSR	Leaders	Programs

•	2	CSR	Constructive	Leaders	Programs

•	20	LSI/LSI	Retest	Workshops

•	29	Foundations	of	Leadership	Sessions

•	502	Employees	have	attended	LSI	workshops

•	3,234	visits	to	internal	Trainme	portal

•		14,000	hours	invested	in	training	in	the	financial	year	
ended 31 March 2013.

CSR / winteR 2013 
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Do you work with 
a champion? / page 3

BRw Corporate 
triathlon / page 11

Building  
Connections / page 9

Celebrating our 
valued employees 
/ page 6

Connecting our  
customers / page 5

Redbox – Our future… Why?... What?... how?

in 2013, cSR launched a major campaign to engage 
employees in the development of cSR’s strategy. Over 500 
employees were involved in a number of conferences and 
focus groups to share why people work for cSR, what cSR 
means to them and how cSR can better deliver the messages 
we wish to convey. 

the process is called Redbox and involves sessions with 
all cSR employees over the next six months to discuss:

1.  Why we do what we do and what it means to be part 
of cSR, and

2.  Our key strategy themes – encapsulating our plans 
for growing cSR.

Our markets  
are changing …. 

How will we 
respond?
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Workplace health, Safety & environment

Workplace health & Safety

Highlights

•	  cSR’s safety record continued to improve on previous years  
with the number of recordable injuries (lost time; restricted work 
and medical treatment injuries) per million work hours decreasing 
by 33%, with the reduction in the total number  
of recordable injuries reduced by 33%.

•	  this was driven by significant improvement in viridian primary 
products (66%); viridian glass processing & Services (39%) 
and bradford insulation (33%).

•	  the lost time injury severity rate (shifts lost per million work hours) 
improved 22%.

•	  there were no fatalities at cSR during the year – the last fatality 
at cSR was in 2002.

total 
ReCoRdable 
injuRy 
fRequenCy  
Rate haS 
imPRoVed

33%

loSt time  
injuRy  
SeVeRity  
Rate haS 
imPRoVed

22%

2012

2011

2010

2009

2.892013

Lost time injury frequency rate
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS)

4.66

6.06

7.84

5.52

Total recordable injury frequency rate
AS AT 30 JUNE (PER MILLION WORK HOURS) 

2012

2013

2011

2010

2009

15.83

23.58

33.41

41.63

27.42

0.0000006.93833313.87666620.81499927.75333234.69166541.629998

cSR places the same emphasis and importance on managing  
WhSe as any other business imperative. 

loSt time  
injuRy 
fRequenCy  
Rate haS 
imPRoVed

48%
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Managing Safety
While cSR’s safety record continues to improve year on year, 
there is considerable work still required to achieve our ambition 
of	zero	harm	across	all	our	operations.	CSR	management	is	
held accountable for safety performance and all employees 
are expected to take personal responsibility and be involved 
in setting and complying with our standards and instigating 
improvement initiatives. 

CSR	will	continue	the	drive	to	achieve	zero	harm	in	respect	
to workplace health and safety by:

•	complying with the laws, regulations and cSR operational 
policies and standards

•	establishing measurable WhSe objectives and targets, 
recognising and celebrate their achievement

•	 Identifying,	assessing	and	controlling	hazards	and	impacts,	
and eliminate or reduce the risk to an acceptable level

•	 informing employees, contractors, visitors and the public of 
hazards	and	impacts	that	may	cause	potential	harm	or	effect	
the environment

•	 identifying, implementing, monitoring and reinforcing the safe 
behaviours we expect in our business to eliminate unsafe acts 
and practices

•	providing appropriate workplace health, safety and environmental 
training to employees and contractors

•	 investigating incidents and sharing lessons learned with 
applicable stakeholders to prevent re-occurrences

•	consulting and communicating with employees and contractors 
to continually improve the work health, safety and environmental 
performance in our workplaces.

the cSR WhSe System provides the framework for management 
of workplace health and safety and environment at cSR, by clearly 
setting out the standards we require our people to meet. Managers 
and supervisors are required to provide leadership in relation 
to workplace health and safety by:

•	effectively implementing the requirements of the appropriate 
legislative standard

•	developing and sustaining a strong culture of working safely 
and continuous improvement

•	Setting stretching improvement goals 

•	allocating sufficient resources to achieve the goals.

the cSR WhSe Management Standards are divided into 
the sections shown below to incorporate the continuous 
improvement cycle common to management standards for 
Safety (aS/nZ 4801 & OhSaS 18001), Quality (iSO 9001) 
and environment (iSO 14001).

Workplace health, Safety & environment (continued)

Beg, borrow and trade to 
develop new safety programs

as part of cSR’s preparation for the 
Queensland Self insurance license 
renewal, WhSe leaders from all 
businesses met for a national 
two day conference. the theme 
for the conference beg, borrow 
and trade was used to model 
safety programs, develop new 
initiatives and share knowledge. 
the conference also provided a 
platform for the group to determine 
common themes for the cSR’s 
three year WhSe strategic plan. 
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there are three primary drivers behind cSR’s WhSe Management System:
1.  protect the health and safety of people by providing a safe place of work and safe systems of work and protect the environment

2. Operate within the law and meet corporate objectives

3.  ensure people know their WhSe responsibilities and how they are to be met

Workplace health, Safety & environment (continued)

2

4

5

3

1
Commitment 
and Policy

1. Policy

Planning
2.1 Legal compliance

2.2 Objectives and targets
2.3 Improvement planning

Implementation
3.1 Management commitment

3.1 Authorities & responsibilities
3.3 Training & competency

3.4 Consultation 
3.5 Communication

3.6 Reporting
3.7 Documentation & doc control
3.9 Risk management process

3.10 Hazard ID, risk assess & control
3.11 Environmental aspects 

and impacts
3.12 Emergency 
preparedness

Monitor and 
Measure

4.1 Monitoring the workplace
4.2 Health surveillance

4.3 Incident (& injury) Response
4.4 Record management

4.5 Auditing
4.6 Corrective action

4.7 Evaluation of compliance

Management 
Review

5.1 WHSE Management System

CSR’s 
Workplace Health, 

Safety & Environment 
System

the five sections of the cSR WhSe 
Management System are:
1. commitment and policy

cSR’s WhSe policy commitments demonstrate the commitment 
to improving the workplace, health, safety and environmental 
performance at cSR. these policy commitments form the basis 
of our personal responsibilities and accountabilities at each level 
of the organisation.

2. planning

to ensure that it is effective, the planning process at each level 
of the business takes into consideration:

•	 identification, access and communication of legal and company 
requirements

•	Setting challenging improvement targets and objectives, 
developing and maintaining WhSe improvement plans with 
clearly defined actions, allocation of responsibilities and 
completion dates

plans are developed annually in line with the five year strategy 
of the business, including agreed objectives and targets. these 
objectives and targets are reviewed quarterly and tracked in 
regular reports.

3. implementation

effective implementation will ensure that health, safety, and 
environment focus is maintained on critical activities ensuring:

•	Responsibilities and accountabilities are in place and understood 
at each level of the business, in line with our WhSe policy 
statement commitments

•	Our people are training to complete the tasks associated 
with their jobs competently

•	effective communication and consultation mechanisms are in place

•	Reporting of business activities is in place including the tracking 
of key indicators and initiatives

•	effective identification, assessment and control of workplace health, 
safety	and	environmental	hazards	and	their	associated	risk

•	control of documentation to maintain its relevance and regular 
review

•	emergency situations are identified and controlled appropriately
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WoRKPlaCe 
inSPeCtionS 
ConduCted

6,150

3. implementation (continued)

a suite of leading indicators are tracked on a monthly basis. 
these include:

•	number of monthly meetings conducted (actual v planned)  
– communication/consultation

•	number of toolbox sessions undertaken (actual v planned)  
– communication/consultation

•	Safety walks conducted in the workplace (actual v planned)  
– behavioural intervention

•	task observations (review of tasks in line with work instructions)  
– behavioural intervention

•	environmental inspections conducted at sites (actual v planned)

•	Workplace	inspections	(actual	v	planned)	–	hazard	identification

•	 Tracking	of	hazards	reported	and	closed	out	–	risk	management

•	tracking of corrective actions from incidents – incident 
management

Safety performance is one of the key criteria in determining short 
term incentives of management across business units. Managers 
are responsible for leading safety in the workplace and actively 
demonstrating commitment as safety role models, by undertaking 
a series of activities on a regular basis.

4. Monitor and Measure

by measuring, monitoring and evaluating WhSe performance, 
business units are able to take preventative or corrective action 
to improve performance, including:

•	health assessment and management of appropriate records. 
cSR is increasingly focusing on the fitness and wellbeing of 
its workforce. as part of this commitment, cSR sponsored its 
employees to participate in the global corporate challenge 
– the world’s largest corporate health and wellbeing initiative 
that combines exercise, fun and virtual interactive experiences. 
in 2013, cSR entered 78 teams in the challenge representing 
548 employees across the company for the fourth consecutive 
year. this year a new weight loss program was launched in 
conjunction with the global corporate challenge where a total of 
30 cSR people lost an average of 10 kilos following participation 
in the program

•	auditing of our systems and tracking of actions to address 
non compliance identified. external auditors inspect cSR 
operations to ensure compliance with the WhSe Standards, 
to identify any systemic deficiencies and compliance issues. 
Recommendations from these audits are reviewed, actions 
developed, assigned to applicable personnel, time framed 
and monitored to completion

•	 injury/incident reporting, recording, investigation and corrective 
actions – to assess the root cause of the incident and provide 
an insight to what trends are occurring and need to be addressed

toolboX  
talKS 
ConduCted

8,670

WoRK 
inStRuCtion 
inteRVieWS

5,802

Safety 
meetingS 
ConduCted

1,265

Safety  
WalKS 
ConduCted

6,959

For the year ending 30 June 2013, CSR conducted the following:

Workplace health, Safety & environment (continued)

viridian designs new truck fall prevention system

viridian’s team at clayton in victoria has developed a new truck 
fall prevention system in conjunction with uSafe platforms. 
the new system can be retrofitted to the existing truck fleet 
and provides a safety mechanism to protect people working 
on	the	backs	of	trucks.	The	TranzGuard	system	can	be	
manufactured to fit any vehicle with the intention of being 
used as a guardrail for the operator. viridian has worked with a 
number of stakeholders including local management, suppliers, 
customers and WorkSafe to develop and test the system to 
ensure it is a robust and safe solution which will be rolled-out 
across the viridian fleet once the initial trials are completed.
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Workplace health, Safety & environment (continued)

5. Management Review 

all sites are required to undertake regular reviews of performance 
to improve the WhSe management system and performance.

cSR safety and environment performance is afforded the highest 
priority through formal reporting to the board WhSe committee. 
it is the policy of the board that a majority of the members of this 
committee be independent directors, and that the committee is 
chaired by an independent director. the committee receives regular 
reports from management and regularly visits and inspects sites. 

the committee reviews the adequacy of management systems 
and performance, ensures that appropriate improvement targets 
and benchmarks and monitors, changes in legislation, community 
expectations, research findings and technological changes.

performance is measured using both lead and lag indicators and 
monthly data is then consolidated quarterly reporting to the board 
WhSe committee. 

Regular reviews of business performance are conducted, with 
actual performance measured against the agreed annual targets. 
Reports are reviewed by the senior leadership team, as well as by 
the divisional, business unit and site leadership teams.

Gloves on for glass safety

viridian was selected as a finalist in the 2013 Workcover nSW 
SafeWork awards for its ongoing dedication to improving work 
health and safety outcomes and reducing incidents and injuries.

viridian’s workplace, health, safety and environment manager 
Mark peagam helped lead a number of initiatives to improve 
health and safety of our employees including a customised 
safe manual handling guide for the glass industry dvd and 
training package. viridian also developed practical solutions 
with the assistance of a national physical protection equipment 
provider, including cut-resistant gloves for the glass industry 
which resulted in almost 70% reduction in cuts at viridian over 
the past four years. these gloves are now being used by many 
companies within the glass industry.

Mark Peagam ©Photo: Simon Bennett (fairfax Media)

hebel safety system wins Master Builder  
Association Excellence in Construction Award

hebel has developed a new panel separator tool which 
removes the risk of injuries on site. the tool separates the 
panels while support bars prevent the panels from falling to the 
ground and provides support to attach lifting gear. this system 
reduces risk of injury and panel damage when unpacking 
bundles of hebel panels on site. this innovation by hebel was 
awarded the Mba excellence in construction award and is 
certified for use with all hebel panel products.
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environment
Our primary goal is to ensure our businesses remain compliant 
with their operating licences and reduce their impact on the 
communities in which we operate.

cSR has an active program to reduce its impact on the 
environment which is overseen by the board and the Workplace 
health, Safety & environment committee. each business in 
cSR has a plan which commits site management to:

•	comply with government environmental regulations 

•	 identify and address key environmental risks 

•	 improve environmental awareness of employees and contractors 

•	Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and use of resources.

We have articulated our commitment to minimise the impact on 
our environment with specific targets to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and waste production and the consumption of energy 
and water used in production. 

by 2020, cSR is targeting a 20 per cent reduction in the following 
categories using 2009/10 as the base year:

•	Scope 1 and scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions through 
a reduction in carbon dioxide equivalent per tonne of 
saleable product

•	energy consumption per tonne of saleable product

•	potable water use per tonne of saleable product

•	Waste production disposed at landfill per tonne of 
saleable product.

each cSR business sets goals to reduce their indicators over time 
and these are regularly reviewed by senior management and the 
WhSe board committee.

We continue to comply with the requirements of the various 
regulatory programs and jurisdictions where we operate. We 
remain committed to providing transparent and accurate reporting 
on how our operating activities impact the environment.

We provide information through a number of channels:

•	annual reporting as part of site licensing activities 

•	emissions data to the national pollutant inventory 

•	continuing our voluntary participation in the carbon 
disclosure project.

cSR also continues its involvement with the federal government’s 
national greenhouse and energy Reporting scheme and the energy 
efficiency Opportunities program.

in addition, cSR has completed life cycle assessments (lca) of a 
number of products including hebel panels, gyprock plasterboard 
and bradford insulation. the lca assessment tool enables us to 
analyse the “cradle to grave” environmental impact of our products 
and develop environmental product declarations for our customers.

cSR is also extending its analysis of its manufacturing operations 
to supply chain management. group procurement is continuing 
its supplier survey program to develop a better understanding of 
key vendors’:

•		organisational	values

•		management	system	capabilities	and	

•		work	they	are	undertaking	within	their	businesses	to	create	
sustainable offerings for their customers. 

this process ensure cSR can align more effectively with organisations 
with shared values, objectives and, as a result, collectively pursue 
and implement sustainable outcomes. 

environment
at cSR, our policy is to act responsibly, ensuring that our people follow appropriate 
procedures to minimise the company’s impact on the environment. Many of our 
products and business strategies aim to contribute to its improvement.
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environment (continued)

environmental incidents
CSR’s	goal	remains	zero	environmental	incidents.

We report environmental incidents based on five levels of 
compliance breaches to meet regulatory and cSR requirements. 

level 1 – Minor

level 2 – Significant

level 3 – Serious

level 4 – Severe 

level 5 – extreme/catastrophic.

for the year ending 30 June 2013, cSR incurred 78 environmental 
incidents (compared to 92 incidents in the previous year). the 
environmental incidents were categorised as follows:

•	Level	1:	62

•	Level	2:	14

•	Level	3:	2

there were no level 4 or 5.

two level 3 incidents occurred at a brick factory at horsley park, 
nSW and a glass processing site in canberra, act.

•		Horsley	Park	–	Due	to	heavy	rainfall	over	three	days	in	June	
2012, the factory water supply catchment dam overflowed with 
the overflow making its way to the local creek. the overflow 
was not an authorised discharge under the existing licence. 
Water samples of the discharge were taken at the time of the 
overflow and the epa were notified that the turbidity levels in the 
stormwater discharge breached the factory licence discharge 
limits. Subsequent to the overflow event, cSR amended its 
environmental protection licence so that it may discharge from 
the dam if such a need arises again. in addition, cSR has 
engineered an overflow that allows sediment to drop out before 
discharge from the cSR site. 

•		Glass	processing	site	Canberra	–	An	inspection	by	ACTEW	Water	
of the viridian glass processing site in canberra in november 
2012 highlighted that non-domestic waste was being discharged 
to sewer without the proper discharge consent. a direction was 
issued by acteW Water to the site noting that consent was 
required. discharge was immediately stopped. as the site is 
currently in the process of modifications, all wastewater is being 
disposed by tanker, until the modifications are complete and a 
new trade waste discharge agreement is obtained.
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environment – energy

energy
for the period 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013, 
total greenhouse gas emissions from cSR’s 
majority owned businesses were 626,734 
tonnes of cO2-e – a reduction of 3% on the 
previous year.

the reduction reflects some deterioration in 
market conditions and the associated reduced 

levels of production to align with demand. 

however, the reduction also reflects cSR’s continued focus on 
initiatives to reduce energy consumption and ghg emissions across 
its various manufacturing facilities.

Scope 1 (direct) tonnes of cO2-e in australia for the period were 
359,861 tonnes, a reduction of 0.5% on the prior year. for the 
same period, the Scope 1 (direct) greenhouse gas emissions of 
cSR’s majority-owned businesses operating in new Zealand were 
7,252 – down 12% from last year.

direct or Scope 1 emissions are emitted from sources within the 
plant or factory boundary.

Scope 2 (indirect) tonnes of cO2-e emitted in australia were 
259,124 tonnes – a reduction of 5%. 

for the same period, the Scope 2 (indirect) greenhouse gas 
emissions of cSR’s majority-owned businesses operating in 
new Zealand was 497 tonnes compared to 1,036 tonnes in 
the prior year.

indirect or Scope 2 emissions are associated with the consumption 
of imported electricity, heat or steam.

cSR engaged deloitte touche tohmatsu to provide assurance over 
cSR limited’s total Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions, 
energy consumed and energy produced for australia prepared in 
accordance with the national greenhouse and energy Reporting 
(ngeR) act 2007.

a copy of the unqualified assurance statement is included in the 
Reasonable assurance Report found on page 28 of this report.

cSR also discloses its greenhouse gas emissions to the carbon 
disclosure project, which requires cSR to report on the management 
of risks and opportunities of climate change impact. 

^ data excludes contractor emissions over which cSR has operational control

Scope 1 direct emissionŝ  
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES OF CO2-e)

Outside Australia

Australia

2013

2012

2011

2013

2012

2011

359,861

7,252

382,248

361,805

12,150

8,203

0.0000002024.9998394049.9996786074.9995178099.99935610124.99919512149.999034

2013

2012

2011

273,915

Scope 2 indirect emissionŝ  
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES OF CO2-e)

2013

2012

2011

Outside Australia

Australia

288,239

4,087

1,036

259,124

497

0.000000681.1666671362.3333332043.5000002724.6666673405.8333334087.000000

cSR seeks to minimise the impact of greenhouse gas emissions by improving 
energy efficiency across all its manufacturing facilities. 

gReenhouSe 
gaS emiSSionS 
ReduCed

3%
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environment – energy (continued)

energy efficiency Opportunities
cSR continues to be a participant in the federal government’s 
energy efficiency Opportunities program and is required to report 
on assessments undertaken under the program. in cSR’s case, 
one assessment was undertaken within the 2012-2013 reporting 
period. cSR’s energy efficient Opportunities public report template 
can be found at the end of this report.

cSR has launched a number of initiatives to improve operational 
performance and efficiency with over 200 energy reduction energy 
reduction initiatives underway across our sites. 

CSR continues Clean Technology Investment 
Program projects to reduce energy across  
operating sites

cSR is implementing energy reduction projects across our sites 
and has leveraged the clean technology investment program 
to help fund many of these projects. in the financial year to 
31 March 2013, cSR reduced its energy consumption by 4% 
through these initiatives.

these projects will result in a reduction of over 120,000 
tonnes of cO2 over the lifetime of the projects:

•		Installed	energy	efficient	250W	induction	lights	at	8	factories	
across australia. these projects delivered anywhere between 
30-50% energy savings in the lighting load and are a cost 
effective way to reduce energy consumption across the 
facility.

•		Installed	a	high	temperature	off-take	kiln	to	utilise	waste	
heat to feed a tunnel dryer system. this project has delivered 
a 14% reduction in gas consumption at the facility of over 
17,000 gJ per annum.

•		Replaced	dryer	end	seals	and	gas	metering	equipment	at	a	
number of sites.

•		Inefficient	air	compressors	were	replaced	by	new	high	
efficiency compressors which have resulted in energy 
reductions up to 20%.

•		Major	refiner	equipment	was	replaced	in	the	fibre	cement	
operations with a new high efficiency refiner resulting in a 
44% energy reduction for the project.
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environment – Water

Water
cSR consumed 752,692 kilolitres of potable 
water during the year ended 30 June 2013 
– a decrease of 15% from the prior year. 
the bulk of water consumption continues 
to be in the lightweight Systems division 
which represents 76% of the total. viridian 
comprised 14% and bricks and Roofing 

accounted for 10%. the decrease in water consumption in viridian 
is largely due to the creation of a joint venture for the new Zealand 
glass operations in March 2013. cSR businesses have continued 
to implement water saving measures across manufacturing sites to 
reduce usage.

Lightweight Systems
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2013

2012

568,392

630,176

2011 705,739

0.000000117623.166667235246.333333352869.500000470492.666667588115.833333705739.000000

Viridian 
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2013

2012

2011

103,180

155,717

209,243

0 38863 77726 116589 155452 194315 233178

Bricks and Roofing
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2013

2012 95,836

81,120

2011 103,362

0 17227 34454 51681 68908 86135 103362

Water consumed by business

^ Only metered water data is included

Total water consumed^ 
AS AT 30 JUNE (KILOLITRES)

2013

2012

752,692
881,732

2011 1,018,194

0 169699 339398 509097 678796 848495 1018194

Bradford testing recycled 
water project

during the last year, the insulation site at 
ingleburn, new South Wales began trials 
to use recycled water in its glasswool 
manufacturing. the goal of the project is 
to utilise waste water from other industries 
and recirculate through bradford’s oven 
and binder systems.

CSR WateR 
ConSumPtion 
deCReaSed by

15%

cSR recognises the requirement to use water efficiently. Our storm  
water and groundwater management, together with the treatment and  
disposal of water used at our manufacturing facilities, is central to our  
on-site environmental plans.

Gyprock awarded for water 
reduction program

gyprock’s operations in Welshpool, Wa 
were recognised along with businesses 
across Western australia by the Wa 
Water Minister terry Redman for their 
efforts to save more than 7.9 billion litres 
of water in 2011-2012. the Welshpool 
site	received	a	Bronze	Award	for	a	10-
25% improvement in water use during 
the year.
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environment – Waste

Waste
cSR produced a total of 22,549 tonnes 
of solid waste in the year ended 30 June 
2013 – a decrease of 30% on the prior year. 
the majority of waste is produced from by 
lightweight Systems with 45%, viridian 39% 
and 16% by bricks and Roofing.

the bricks and Roofing data for 2012 has been 
restated due to a change in classification of some waste types and 
to ensure consistency with the 2013 data. the increase in waste in 
bricks and Roofing in 2012 was due predominantly to a programme 
to rationalise inventory resulted in a one-off material increase in 
waste being sent to landfill.

CSR WaSte 
PRoduCtion 
deCReaSed by 

30%

Waste produced by business
Lightweight Systems 
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

13,603
10,2022013

2012

2011 22,172

0.0000003695.3333337390.66666711086.00000014781.33333318476.66666722172.000000

Viridian
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

7,630
2013

2012

2011 9,091

0.0000001515.1666673030.3333334545.5000006060.6666677575.8333339091.000000

6,608

Bricks and Roofing
AS AT 30 JUNE (TONNES)

11,012

5,7392013

2012

2011 5,522

0.0000001835.3333333670.6666675506.0000007341.3333339176.66666711012.000000

^ Solid waste does not include waste taken off-site for recycling/re-use 

Reducing waste remains a key priority across all of our businesses.

Cemintel fibre Cement investing in waste  
recycling technology

cemintel’s fibre cement operations at Wetherill park, nSW has 
invested $1 million in a waste recycling plant. the new technology 
recycles waste, a mixture of sand, cement, clay and pulp produced 
during the manufacturing process and reintegrates it back into the 
production process. by utilising the recycled material, cemintel 
has reduced its net raw material usage by 3% and this percentage 
is expected to increase as the system completes its final 
commissioning by the end of 2013.

CSR joins the Australian Packaging Covenant
in January 2013, cSR building products became a signatory to 
the australian packaging covenant (apc). to join the apc, cSR 
has developed a two year action plan to reduce its environmental 
footprint and by extension the amount of waste, including 
packaging waste, that may be disposed to landfill through:

•		designing	packaging	that	is	more	resource	efficient	and	more	
recyclable

•		increasing	the	recovery	and	recycling	of	used	packaging	
from households and away-from-home sources and

•		taking	action	to	reduce	the	incidence	and	impacts	of	litter.
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community

Our partnerships
We continue to partner with a number of 
organisations in line with our commitment 
to operate in a sustainable manner to ensure 
the confidence and trust of the communities 
in which we operate. 

a core component of our community 
involvement is the cSR community Support 

program, under which cSR matches employee contributions 
dollar for dollar. 

cSR launched the cSR community Support program ten years 
ago and during that time cSR and its employees have donated 
$2.5 million to charity. in the year to 30 June 2013, cSR and 
its employees donated $88,807 to three charitable organisations, 
the Salvation army, youth Off the Streets and assistance 
dogs australia. 

cSR extends its relationship with its partnership charities 
by providing volunteer support to various campaigns and 
activities during the year including the australian business 
and community network.

The Salvation Army is a national charity, 
offering caring support for every problem “from 
the cradle to the grave.” their services are as 
wide-ranging and diverse as the areas of need 
in the community. they offer services to aged 
care, crisis accommodation, suicide prevention, 

youth and families at risk, telephone counselling, to name just a few. 

Youth Off The Streets is a youth-specific 
charity, assisting young people dealing with 
issues of substance and other abuse, alienation 
from family and community and homelessness. 
youth Off the Streets offers a continuum of 
care from assistance on the streets; crisis and 

short term accommodation to long term residential care, treatment 
and secondary schooling. 

Assistance Dogs Australia is a national 
charity which trains labradors and golden 
Retrievers to help people with physical 
disabilities. they currently have over 90 dogs 
around australia, with over 50 dogs currently in 
training. the charity requires significant funding 

to achieve its goal of placing at least 30 dogs per year 
with recipients. 

Working in the community
cSR commenced working with the australian business and 
community network (abcn), in 2011. it is a partnership of highly 
committed national business leaders and companies working on 
mentoring and coaching programs for schools in high needs areas. 
in the year to 30 June 2013, 133 employees have mentored 184 
students and have volunteered 1,293 hours.

With assistance of cSR mentors, we continued supporting 
reading programs at a number of primary schools close to cSR’s 
manufacturing facilities in new South Wales, Queensland and 
victoria. cSR mentors partner with the school students weekly 
for one or two terms to offer one-on-one reading and support 
at school.

oVeR ten 
yeaRS, CSR and 
emPloyeeS haVe 
donated 

$2.5m

cSR continues to engage with the local communities in which we operate.
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community (continued)

the ‘Spark’ program
the Spark program is designed to address 
literacy challenges faced by students in 
primary schools. Whilst the focus of the 
program is on reading and comprehension, 
there is a critical element of socialisation 
whereby reading mentors act as positive 

role models to students. the weekly one-to-one sessions offer 
an opportunity to introduce sustained adult conversations in 
english, encourage the student personally and offer an additional 
role model in their lives.

Mentor “What my highlight of this whole experience 
was, talking to my child’s mother on 
graduation day, and her thanking me for 
helping her son with his reading, and what 
a difference it has made to the way he looks 
at reading. instead of playing games before 
bed, he now reads a book for 10 minutes, 
that is when you know that this program 
does work, and everyone benefits from it, 
including me.”

principal “the program provides not only great 
partnerships but also it’s great to see the 
students get so much out of the program.”

“the support you have given our children has 
been second to none. Spark is one of the 
most valuable programs we have ever been 
involved in.“

Student “i enjoyed reading and looked forward 
to Wednesday because it was my 
reading day.”

the ‘aspirations’ program
the aspirations program is designed to enable high school 
students from high need schools to engage in the workplace. 
it also allows students to start to build an understanding of the 
skills which will be required of them in a modern work environment.

Mentor “Without realising it when signing up, the 
mentors have had their eyes opened and get 
the opportunity to tune in to a teenager. if we 
want to employ young people in our business 
then it is important that we also understand 
what makes them ‘tick’. So as a company we 
gain knowledge and so do the mentees.”

teacher “in addition to giving the students involved 
more of a focus or a relevancy as to why 
they are still at school or trying to achieve 
higher results, it has been a catalyst for 
other students enquiring about how they can 
become part of the program.”

Student “i was very surprised with how helpful the 
program was. i was expecting it to be boring 
and non-interactive. there were no barriers 
holding me back from asking questions and 
their offices made me speechless at how 
friendly their workers are. the building is very 
modern and very attractive. i am certainly 
hoping to remember these people, the 
company and the tips in the future, so i can 
maybe hopefully be educated enough and 
lucky enough to work here.”

Sarah Redfern hS site visit to Schofields, NSW
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community (continued)

the ‘gOalS’ program
gOalS aims to raise awareness of the wider range of personal, 
educational and vocational choices for high school students, 
through structured group mentoring sessions over three school 
terms, by business people working in a range of roles and 
businesses. Students are carefully chosen by the school as those 
most likely to benefit from participating in this mentoring program 
after a process of profiling and interviews. they are then matched 
with a corporate mentor who has shared interests and experiences.

Mentor not only are you potentially making a 
difference to a student’s life, you get  
a lot out of it yourself.

principal the gOalS program opens up the 
parameters of the students’ little world. 
it opens up their minds to possibilities for 
their futures. it motivates and inspires them 
to dream.

Student “the best thing about gOalS was meeting 
my mentor and getting to travel to the 
city. She is one of the best people i will 
ever know.“ 

career choice day
Career Choice Day aims to raise 
awareness of the wider range of 
career, education and vocational 
choices for students by giving 
students an exclusive look behind 
the scenes at some of australia’s 
most recognisable companies. the 
students can also meet and discuss 
career options with business people 
in their chosen careers.

Selected year 10 students and SRc members from Sarah Redfern 
hS visited bradford insulation’s ingleburn, nSW site for a career 
choice day. the students were given a close-up of the production 
processes used in making insulation. 

the students were also given the opportunity to tour the 
national call centre, with a former Sarah Redfern hS student, 
giving the students an understanding of what his job entailed and 
how his career has progressed since leaving school. the students 
were shown, through role play, a typical poor and excellent 
interview scenario. 

“I was surprised by how motivated some students were, I found 
they already had clear ideas about what they wanted to achieve 
and just needed some guidance reaching their goals.”  
cSR career choice day participant

CSR continuing relationship with 
Macarthur Disability Services

cSR’s bradford insulation site at ingleburn, 
nSW is working with Macarthur disability 

Services (MdS) to provide work experience and training for their 
clients. for the last two years, MdS participants are provided 
hands-on experience in operations and office skills and specialist 
training to achieve certifications such as forklift driver licences 
to apply for future job opportunities. MdS also provide teams to 
assist with gardening and maintenance of the surrounding site. 

cSR supports the asbestos diseases  
Research institute’s tissue biobank study 
the building of a comprehensive nationwide tissue biobank of 
considerable	size	incorporating	serum,	plasma,	DNA,	RNA	and	
tumour tissue will permit the construction of a comprehensive 
catalogue of genomic abnormalities associated with 
mesothelioma in both tumour and control tissue, which will help 
researchers better understand the biology of the disease in 
an effort to try and achieve better clinical outcomes. 

information on the tissue bank (which will be very high quality 
and quite rare) will be made available to the international 
research community. the resources needed to establish 
the tissue bank are considerable and include the initial 
equipment, as well as access to trained nursing staff on 
site around the country to be ready to collect samples from 
mesothelioma sufferers.
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glossary

aSX  australian Securities exchange

cgc  corporate governance council

bricks and Roofing   bricks and Roofing – includes cSR’s building product brands – pghtM bricks and pavers MoniertM 
and WunderlichtM rooftiles

carbon dioxide equivalent (cO2-e)   unit for comparing the radiative forcing of a greenhouse gas to carbon dioxide. it is calculated using the 
mass of a given greenhouse gas multiplied by its global warming potential

cSiRO  commonwealth Scientific and industrial Research Organisation

eSap  employee Share acquisition plan

fte  full time equivalent

gaf  gove aluminium finance

gRi  global Reporting initiative – guidelines for sustainability reporting

iSO 9000   international Organisation for Standardisation. iSO 9000 family of standards that address quality 
management systems

iSO 14001   international Organisation for Standardisation. Standard which outlines environment Management 
Systems requirements with guidance for use

lightweight Systems   lightweight Systems’ – includes cSR’s building product brands – bradfordtM insulation, hebel® panels, 
edmondstM ventilation, gyprocktM plasterboard, ceminteltM fibre cement

lti  long term incentive

ltifR  lost time injury frequency Rate – per million hours worked

ngeR  national greenhouse and energy Reporting scheme

Sti  Short term incentive

viridiantM  viridian glass business

WhSe  Workplace health, Safety and environment

uSOp  universal Share Ownership plan

tRifR  total Recordable injury frequency Rate – per million hours worked
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CSR LIMITED
triniti 3
39 delhi Road
north Ryde nSW 2113 australia
locked bag 1345, north Ryde bc
nSW 1670

telephone (02) 9235 8000
international +61 2 9235 8000
facsimile (02) 8362 9013
international +61 2 8362 9013
e-mail investorrelations@csr.com.au

www.csr.com.au

contact us

www.csr.com.au
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